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Interstitial deletion and ring chromosome derived from 16q
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SUMMARY An interstitial deletion of 16q was identified in an infant with failure to thrive, dysmorphic facies, and congenital heart defects. The mother of this infant had a similar deletion of 16q with ring formation of a fragment presumed to be derived from the deleted portion of 16q. We discuss these cases and compare them to other reports of 16q deletions.

It has been suggested that there is a distinctive ‘deletion 16q syndrome’ which is associated with 16q12-2→q13. We have studied two members of a family: the proband with 46,XX.del(16)(pter→q11.1::q13→qter) and her mother with 47,XX.del (16)(pter→q11.1::q13→qter)+r(16). Although the association of multiple congenital anomalies with deletions in this region is well known, this is the first report of an inherited 16q deletion.
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Case report

The proband was the 2.3 kg female product of a 22 year old G1 PO AbO woman. Gestation was thought to be 36 weeks, but the LMP date was not reliable. The pregnancy, delivery, and neonatal course were without complication. At three weeks of age, a 3/6 systolic ejection murmur was evaluated. Echocardiogram showed bicuspid aortic and pulmonic valves without severe obstruction. At four months the proband had failure to thrive with poor feeding tolerance resulting in vomiting and diarrhea; her weight at this time was 3.5 kg (50th centile for a newborn infant),8 the length was 57.5 cm (50th centile for two months old), and the head circumference was 36 cm (50th centile for two weeks old). She was a small, dysmorphic child. The craniofacial features were remarkable for midfacial hypoplasia, a high forehead with prominent metopic ridge, a broad flat nasal bridge, and a small nose with anteverted nostrils. The intercanthal distance was 2.5 cm (97th centile) and the outer canthal distance 6.5 cm (75th centile). The palpebral fissures had an antimongoloid slant, the ears were low set and few cases to define common characteristics of deletion (3)(q12→q21).
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The help of 'special classes'. Her head circumference at the time of the examination at 23 years was 51 cm (50th centile for a six and a half year old). She had mild general hypotonia with a bow shaped mouth. The ears had bilateral folding over of the upper part of the helix (fig 2). There were no other abnormalities.

CYTOGENETIC ANALYSIS
Chromosome analysis was carried out on short term cultured peripheral lymphocytes from the proband, her parents, and maternal grandmother. The proband had a chromosome complement of 46. Evaluation of high resolution GTG banded chromosomes showed an interstitial deletion (fig 3c) with the breakpoints at 16q11-1q13. Although normal variation in the heterochromatic region of 16q is well documented, further evaluation of this deletion with CGB banding and DAPI fluorescence suggested that the deletion extended to include part of the centromere (fig 4).

Evaluation of the mother showed that in all of the posteriorly rotated and the upper part of the helix was folded over bilaterally, the mouth was bow shaped and the palate high arched (fig 1). The left hand was 6 cm in length and the third finger 2·25 cm (3rd centile). The left foot was 7·25 cm in length with the third toe anteriorly placed, and the right foot was 7 cm, with the second and fourth toes overlapping the third toe. Neurological examination showed an adequate suck, a weak cry, and generalised poor tone. She responded to visual and auditory stimuli.

The mother of the proband was the term product of an uncomplicated pregnancy weighing 3·2 kg at birth. Growth and development were reported to be normal. She had graduated from high school with

FIG 1 The proband showing mid-facial hypoplasia, prominent and high forehead, broad flat nasal bridge, small nose with anteverted nostrils, telecanthus, slanted palpebral fissures, and bow shaped mouth. The lateral views shows the prominent metopic ridge and low set and posteriorly rotated ears, with the upper part of the superior helix folded over.

FIG 2 The mother showing a similar configuration of the nasal bridge and shape of the mouth and ears. The lateral view shows the low set, posteriorly rotated ears with overfolding of the superior helix.
cells examined an interstitial deletion of 16q was present, with the formation of a ring in 93.5% of these cells (fig 5). The breakpoints were at 16q11-1q13. The remaining 6.5% of cells did not have a ring. The ring was shown to contain centromeric material by CBG banding and DAPI fluorescence. Although the ring could theoretically be derived from any chromosome, it seems most reasonable to assume that it was derived from the deleted 16, where the deletion includes part of the centromere (fig 4).

Results of 90 metaphases evaluated from the proband’s maternal grandmother and 30 cells from the father of the proband were normal (fig 3a and b). The maternal grandfather was not available for study.
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Discussion

We have reported a mother and daughter with an interstitial deletion of the long arm of chromosome 16 with the addition of a r(16) in the mother, presumed to be derived from the deleted interstitial fragment. Although the mother and daughter have some clinical features in common, the striking failure to thrive, severe cognitive delay, and heart defects are absent in the mother. The presence of functioning genetic material in the ring found in maternal cells presumably accounts for this phenotypic distinction. The less severe clinical abnormalities seen in the mother may be due to malalignment or loss of genes in the deleted 16 and the ring.

An unusual feature of this case is the proximal breakpoint through the centromere of chromosome 16 with active centromere material in the derived ring as well as in the original chromosome. This has been described in chromosomes of maize by McClintock. The presence of the centromere in the ring fragment accounts for its continued appearance in 93-5% of cells evaluated. However, the small ring remains susceptible to loss from the nucleus during mitosis, and this would account for the remaining 6-5% of the cells seen without the ring.

The presence of the deletion in the more severely affected child without the ring suggests that the ring was either lost during maternal meiosis before formation of the embryo, or was present during fertilisation and then subsequently lost during cell division, or perhaps the ring was not present during fertilisation because a maternal gamete without the ring but with the deletion was fertilised.

A ‘deletion 16q syndrome’ has been suggested which is associated with loss of 16q12.2—q13. There have been three terminal deletions of 16q and four interstitial deletions of 16q (including the present case) reported. The breakpoints have involved five different regions of the long arm of chromosome 16; this case represents a new region. The clinical features of the cases reported vary with regard to phenotype and organ systems affected and this has made it difficult to pick out the distinguishing features of this syndrome. Similarly, the cytogenetic abnormalities reported represent different structural defects. Each of the structural abnormalities may have a unique effect on genetic expression. The collection of additional cases such as the one described here may help clarify the phenotype(s) associated with 16q deletions.

Addendum

The proband died at 18 months.
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